2002 isuzu rodeo sport

A somewhat-charming specialty SUV let down by sloppy handling dynamics and an unrefined
interior. Looking for a fairly affordable vehicle that offers a sporty personality, decent off-road
skills and the possibility of open-top excitement? The Isuzu Rodeo Sport could be the vehicle
for you. Formerly known as the Amigo, the Rodeo Sport comes in a multitude of configurations
including a hard or soft top, two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive, four-cylinder or V6, and
manual or automatic transmission. When you're out for a jaunt in the sun, the soft top can be
stored in the cargo area, while the hardtop features a rear passenger moonroof for maximum UV
exposure. A hard plastic spare tire cover is standard with the inch wheels. Powering the base
Rodeo Sport is a 2. The more powerful 3. Four-wheel drive models have a dash-mounted switch
that engages the shift-on-the-fly transfer case at speeds up to 60 mph. While on-road ride
quality is better than a Jeep Wrangler's, it's still a generally unpleasant affair. The Rodeo Sport
handles sloppily and does not inspire confidence in the vehicle's abilities. Disconcertingly light
steering, a shaky ride and sub-par brakes all contribute to the sensation that this SUV shouldn't
be taken to the limit. Its short wheelbase Four-wheel ABS is standard on all models, with cruise
control standard on V6 editions. You'll also get driver and passenger airbags and rear bench
seats that fold down to reveal more than 62 cubic feet of space. Power windows, locks, air
conditioning, keyless entry and a CD player are all available options. Blithely fun-loving
individuals might be willing to overlook Rodeo Sport's flaws in favor of its sunny demeanor and
truck-based utility. The four-wheel-drive model offers a viable alternative to those who crave the
Jeep Wrangler's off-road ability and youthful appeal, but appreciate Isuzu's slightly more refined
design and comparatively quiet cabin. For buyers looking for a cute-ute with genuine off-road
ability who don't mind putting up with stunted on-road performance, the Rodeo Sport might be
the answer. But we recommend taking a close look at some of the other small SUVs on the
market and going on a few test-drives before settling for this warmed-over Amigo. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Isuzu
Rodeo Sport. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Excessive
engine noise, sub-par suspension and handling, cramped interior. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more.
Write a review See all 28 reviews. Read less. An Amigo by any other name Ever like how a car
looks but HATE the way it drives? I think the design is great, but definitely less than the sum of
its parts. On paper, the car has impressive hardware but the execution is poor. The resale value
is terrible! Whatever you call it, it's not a very good buy. I would not buy another Isuzu product. I
have driven this for 3 years now and I absolutely love it. The HP is amazing. The removable
sunroofs are the best feature. Buy an Isuzu Rodeo Sport. I have driven my in laws CR-V several
dozen times and it simply does not compare. I have have done nothing but routine maint.
Overall an "A". Purchased my Rodeo Sport for all the right reasons. I wanted the power of the
V6 but better responsiveness than a sluggish larger type SUV. I feel it combines the best of both
worlds. See all 28 reviews of the Used Isuzu Rodeo Sport. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Rodeo Sport. Sign Up. Very fun to drive! Compact yet roomy. Wish it had better
gas mileage but that goes with the territory if you get a V6. Seats very comfortable. Lots of cup
holders. Great value and tons of options with this car! My husband has a Isuzu Amigo with ,
miles and he loves his. I am very happy with this purchase and I got a fantastic deal! Isuzu will
work with you. I bought my 02 Rodeo Sport last Jan. What a difference in foul weather. With the
Jeep, as soon as the snow fell it had to go into 4WD and didn't come out until spring. I do miss
the manual tranny of the jeep but that's about it. Otherwise I've had a few minor issues. On the
way to work one day the tranny started slipping and popping. Luckily it was only a small
cracked gasket which puked out all the tranny fluid. Otherwise just the driver's side window
which likes to rock forward when closing. My Sport is only a week old The rodeo sport is nice.
In winter conditions and mud it is great to have 4WD. It looks nice and the stereo system is
awesome. My dog actually loves to ride in it. He likes all the windows to look out. Plus the cargo
area is big enough to haul his kennel. On long road trip it could be a little more comfortable.

Need lumbar support. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Rodeo
Sport. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4
stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Love the Rodeo Sport! Tough, but Cute! Items per page:. Write a
review See all Rodeo Sports for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Rodeo Sport. Sign Up. Once
known as the Amigo, the Isuzu Rodeo Sport is a spunky little two-door sport-utility vehicle that
comes in hard and soft-top versions. The Rodeo Sport should enjoy a slight performance
advantage over the four-door Rodeo on and off the road, thanks to its shorter wheelbase and
lighter weight. It is, after all, simply the Amigo by another name, with the same short, stout body
and semi-convertible soft top; the same rugged four-wheel drive and optional V6 power. And
yes, a glass-window hard top is still available for travelers who want more weather protection
than the soft-top affords. The Rodeo Sport comes in two-wheel-drive and two four-wheel-drive
versions. The base 2WD Rodeo Sport comes with a 2. Insert a 3. The first decision when buying
a Rodeo Sport is whether to get the soft top or the hard top. Which you choose says a lot about
your lifestyle and where you live. Although they cost less, hardtop models look more upscale
and are ultimately more practical than soft-top models. Made of polypropylene, the hard top
covers the rear half of the body formerly occupied by the fold-down soft top. The hard top
comes only in black and is non-removable. Isuzu officials said their research indicated most
Jeep Wrangler owners never removed their removable hard tops. Compared with the soft top,
the hard top provides better soundproofing, better visibility with its glass windows, improved
weather protection, and heightened security for valuables. It comes with a heated rear window,
and neatly hides the huge rear roll hoop and support bars. The hard top also lends the Rodeo
Sport a more handsome and sophisticated appearance. It complements the already athletic look
of the lower body, where wheel wells are packed with inch mud-and-snow radials. By releasing
two interior clamps, unzipping the rear and side windows and unsnapping the top from the roof
frame, the top can be removed and stored. Rear and side windows are replaceable should they
become scratched or lost. The large rear tailgate door, with its relatively short window,
eliminates the square appearance of most sport-utilities. Blister fenders with the optional gray
overfenders and form-filling tires add an appealing muscular demeanor. The spare
tire-mounting bracket supports a high-mounted rear stop lamp that is fastened to the lower
portion of the tailgate door. When the tailgate is opened, the spare swings with it, allowing safe
and easy access to the curb whether the soft top is up or down. The Rodeo Sport interior is
straightforward and utilitarian in appearance. The dash and center console are in a standard
arrangement. The seats could use a greater range of adjustments and a bit more lumbar and
side support. Operating the radio underway is a challenge with buttons that are hard to read.
Folding the rear seat down reveals 62 cubic feet of cargo room. The hard top comes with two
moonroofs. The front moonroof has a tilt option and can be removed. The rear moonroof can
also be removed. The most obvious benefits of the hard top are the glass side and rear windows
in place of the somewhat fussy zip-in plastic units on the soft-top. The glass dramatically
improves visibility out the sides. A rear defroster and wiper are standard. The available 3.
Strong low-end torque peaks at pounds-feet at rpm. The Rodeo sprints from 0 to 60 mph in
about 8. The inch tires do offer excellent compliance with the coil-spring suspension, which
smoothes out the ride considerably, although the rear tires do have a tendency to bounce
around over really big bumps. With its ladder-type frame and live rear axle, the Rodeo Sport
retains some of its truck heritage. It shudders over bumps. On smooth highways, the V6
gallivants happily. The transmission shifts smoothly and the power-assisted rack-and-pinion
steering responds well. At lower speeds, the steering is precise, which is equally helpful when
negotiating crowded city streets or tight dirt trails. The Rodeo Sport handles much better and is
more fun to drive than the similarly priced Kia Sportage. Four-wheel-drive models come with
disc brakes front and rear, which provide ample stopping power. Drum brakes in the rear are
standard for two-wheel-drive models. Four-wheel anti-lock brakes are standard on all Rodeo
Sports. With all that off-road suspension travel, there is some nosedive under hard braking.
When equipped with the automatic transmission, the Rodeo Sport can be shifted from
rear-wheel drive to four-wheel drive on the fly. Simply press the button on the dashboard. For
extreme off-road conditions, stop and shift into the low-range gears for maximum torque by
engaging a floor-mounted lever. The Rodeo Sport really shines on steep, difficult grades. The
torque of the V6 works well with the tough but compliant tires. Shifting into four-wheel drive, we
drove over huge rocks and climbed through deep ruts. We explored craggy logging roads
loaded with large rocks near Lake Arrowhead, thankful for galvanized steel shields that protect
the radiator and fuel tank. The hard top appeals to buyers who want practicality and a more
sophisticated appearance, while the soft top model delivers top-down, fun-in-the-sun motoring.
Yet Rodeo Sport offers more space and more driving entertainment. The Rodeo Sport is, in a
word, endearing. You must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice

Awards. Turning circle: Cargo volume: Unless otherwise indicated, specifications refer to test
vehicle. Prices do not include manufacturer's destination and delivery charges. Manufacturer
Info Sources: - Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. WARNING: This product can expose
you to chemicals including chemicals, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to In order to find out,
you will need to check the air bag system for codes. Some of the most common problems would
be the clock sprint unit is sitting behind the steering wheel, a sensor is faulty, or there is a
wiring problem. My Isuzu Rodeo starts just fine, but it won't stay running. It keeps shutting off
even when its fuel tank is full. What could be wrong? Thoroughly check inside the engine bay
for anything unusual. Look for a worn-out component, a frozen serpentine belt, a faulty
alternator, or fried wires. Check out the belts and the alternator as well. You can also try
resetting the timing through an ignition sequence. To do it, depress the accelerator slightly
while starting it. Let it run for 3 seconds then turn it off, and leave it for 10 seconds, then restart
your engine. If none of these parts seem to be the cause, check the IAC or idle air control, which
might be dirty with carbon, and replace it if necessary. There are many possible reasons why
your Isuzu Rodeo is overheating, so it's smart to check which is the problem component first
before you go crazy and replace everything. First, check the thermostat, which is located under
the intake manifold's throttle body. To test it, you will need a scan tool to read live data while
you check how it's operating. Start with a completely cold engine. If the thermostat is working
fine, check the water pump. If you see coolant leaking out from around it, then the component
might be faulty and will also need to be replaced. If both the thermostat and water pump are
working fine, inspect the cooling fan. If it comes on when your Isuzu Rodeo reaches F or F, then
the cooling fan or its sensor might be the problem. Test the sensor before you conclude that the
fan is the problem. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Isuzu Rodeo Alternator. Isuzu Rodeo Axle Assembly.
Isuzu Rodeo Ball Joint. Isuzu Rodeo Blower Motor. Isuzu Rodeo Brake Booster. Isuzu Rodeo
Brake Caliper. Isuzu Rodeo Brake Disc. Isuzu Rodeo Brake Master Cylinder. Isuzu Rodeo Brake
Pad Set. Isuzu Rodeo Catalytic Converter. Isuzu Rodeo Control Arm. Isuzu Rodeo Distributor.
Isuzu Rodeo Driveshaft. Isuzu Rodeo Engine Control Module. Isuzu Rodeo Fender. Isuzu Rodeo
Floor Mats. Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Filter. Isuzu Rodeo Fuel Pump. Isuzu Rodeo Headlight. Isuzu
Rodeo Muffler. Isuzu Rodeo Nerf Bars. Isuzu Rodeo Power Steering Pump. Isuzu Rodeo
Serpentine Belt. Isuzu Rodeo Spark Plug. Isuzu Rodeo Spark Plug Wire. Isuzu Rodeo Starter.
Isuzu Rodeo Steering Gearbox. Isuzu Rodeo Steering Rack. Isuzu Rodeo Sway Bar Link. Isuzu
Rodeo T Connector. Isuzu Rodeo Tail Ligh
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t. Isuzu Rodeo Vapor Canister. Isuzu Rodeo Water Pump. Isuzu Rodeo Window Motor. Isuzu
Rodeo Window Regulator. Isuzu Rodeo Wiper Blade. Isuzu Rodeo Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See
All. Shop Isuzu Rodeo Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RI Part Number: H Part
Number: RC Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Isuzu Rodeo Customer Reviews. Feb 15, Good
product. Works great. Andrew Deeks. Purchased on Feb 07, Dec 21, Works as advertised.
Included everything needed. Could have better instructions. Alejandro Amor. Purchased on Dec
04, Isuzu Rodeo Guides. My Isuzu Rodeo is overheating. What parts should I check before I
know which ones to repair or replace? FAQs: Isuzu Rodeo. What could cause the air bag light to
come on in my Isuzu Rodeo? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

